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1. INTRODUCTION 
There are three very different approaches to block theory: the "functional" 
method which deals with characters, Brauer characters, Carton invariants and 
the like; the ring-theoretic approach with heavy emphasis on idempotents; 
module-theoretic methods based on relatively projective modules and the Green 
correspondence. Each approach contributes greatly and no one of them is 
sufficient for all the results. Recently, a number of fundamental concepts and 
results have been formulated in module-theoretic terms. These include Nagao's 
theorem [3] which implies the Second Main Theorem, Green's description of 
the defect group in terms of vertices [4, 6] and a module description of the 
Brauer correspondence [1]. 
Our purpose here is to show how much of block theory can be done by statring 
with module-theoretic concepts; our contribution is the methods and not any 
new results, though we do hope these ideas can be applied elsewhere. 
We begin by defining defect groups in terms of vertices and so use Green's 
theorem to motivate the definition. This enables us to show quickly the fact that 
defect groups are Sylow intersections [4, 6] and can be characterized in terms of 
the vertices of the indecomposable modules in the block. We then define the 
Brauer correspondence in terms of modules and then prove part of the First 
Main Theorem, Nagao's theorem in full and results on blocks and normal 
subgroups. As for the Third Main Theorem, the second author has shown that 
it follows formally from the results in this paper and the full First Main 
Theorem. Of course, this leaves aside the identification of all these definitions 
with the usual ones. This is quite easy in view of a recent paper of Okuyama [7] 
and we discuss all this in the last section. 
We fix a finite group G and a ring R which is either a field of characteristic p 
or a finite extension (see [3], section 49) of the p-adic integers. In general, the 
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language and notation of [3] will be used. In addition, for any finite group H, 
"H-module" will mean a finitely generated, R-free, right RH-module. R H 
denotes the trivial rank one H-module. I f  U is an indecomposable H-module, 
then vtx U denotes an arbitrarily chosen vertex of U. Also, the word "com- 
ponent" is used to mean indecomposable direct summand. In this article, it is 
important o distinguish between a module being a submodule of another and 
being isomorphic with a submodule. In this regard, we require U to be a sub- 
module of V in the expression "U  is a direct summand of V" while no such 
requirement is understood with the expression "U  I V." 
2. BLOCK AND DEFECT GROUPS 
We view the group algebra RG as a G × G module in the usual way so that 
g(gl, g2) = g-lagg2 whenever g, gl and g~ are elements of G. As is well known, 
RG has a unique decomposition i to indecomposable modules, the blocks of G, 
and no two blocks are isomorphic modules. This is clearly the decomposition 
of the ring RG into indecomposable rings. 
For any subset S of G let 3(S) denote the subset of G X G consisting of the 
pairs (s, s) with s in S. With this notation we can state the first result which 
then allows us to define defect groups. 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  B is a block of G then vtx B Cax a 3(G). 
Proof. As a G X G module, RG has G as a transitive permutation basis. 
Since 3(G) is the stabilizer of the basis element 1, we have RG _~ (R~(a)) cxa. The 
lemma now follows immediately from the definition of vertices. 
DEFINITION 2.2. I f  B is a block of G then a subgroup D of G such that 3(D) 
is a vertex of B is called a defect group of B. We let D(B) denote an arbitrarily 
fixed defect group of B. 
Since the vertices of B are all conjugate, the defect groups of a block B are a 
conjugacy class of p-subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 2.3. I f  H is a subgroup of G and t ~ G then 
R(HtH) ~ (RH(o)HXH 
as H X H modules, where 
g(t)  ---- 3(g n Ht-') (1,o. 
Proof. As an H X H module, R(HtH) has HtH as a transitive permutation 
basis. One can easily verify that the stabilizer of t is H(t) so that the lemma 
follows. 
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THEOREM 2.4. I f  B is a block of G and S is a Sylow p-subgroup of G containing 
D(B) then there is x E Ca(D(B)) such that D(B) = S n S x. 
Proof. Let T be a set of (S, S) double eoset representatives in G so that 
(RV) ×s = G R(StS). 
~T 
By 2.3 and Green's theorem ([3], 52.5), each S × S module R(StS)  is inde- 
composable with 3(S c~ S*-1) II,o as a vertex. Since Bsx s ] (RG)s×s it follows that 
Bsx s has components with 8(D), D = D(B), as vertex. Thus, there is t E T 
and (r, s) ~ S × S such that 
$(D) = (8(S n S*-l)a,*)) (*,~), 
3(D) = 8(S n Sy-1) (1,u), 
where y = r-its. Comparing first components of the two sides of the second 
equation gives D = S(3 S u-1 and comparing second components gives 
y e Ca(D). 
At this point we are going to introduce the block idempotents, the primitive 
central idempotents of RG; however, we shall use them only in a simple- 
minded way and shall never look at their coefficients. Recall that in the decom- 
position of RG into blocks the unit element 1 of G decomposes into the sum of 
the identity elements of the blocks considered as rings. These are the block 
idempotents. It is well known and easy to verify that if V is an indecomposable 
G-module then there is a unique block B with idempotent E such that vE = v 
for all v ~ V. Moreover, if E '  is another block idempotent, hen vE'  = 0 for all v. 
DEFINITION 2.5. I f  V is an indecomposable G-module, E is the block 
idempotent of the block B of G and VE ~ 0 then we say that V belongs to B. 
In particular, each indecomposable G-module belongs to a unique block. 
THEOREM 2.6. I f  the indecomposable G-module V belongs to the block B of G 
then vtx V C_G D(B). 
Proof. We may view V @R Be(c) as a G-module under the action (v @ fl)g = 
vg @ g-1/3g for v ~ V and/3 ~ B. We define a map 9 of V to V @ Be(c) by v~0 = 
vE, where E is the block idempotent of B and we define a map ¢ of V @ B~(c) 
to V by (v @/3)¢ = vfi. It is easy to verify that 9 and ¢ are G-homomorphisms 
and that 9~b is the identity map of V. Thus, V] V @ B~(a) • 
Next we assert hat if D = D(B) then B~(G) is relatively 8(D)-projective. From 
our definition of defect group, B is relatively ~(D)-projective as a G × G- 
module; so B] W C×c where W is a 3(D)-module. By restricting this direct 
summand relationship to 3(G) and applying Mackey's theorem, each component 
481/65/x-x6 
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of B~(a) is 3(D) (*,~) n 3(G)--relatively projective for some x, y in G. Since 
3(D) (x,u) n 3(G) _C 3(D)~. ~, each component of B~(s) is also relatively 3(D)- 
projective, as desired. 
We may regard B as a G-module via fig = g-1/3g for/3 e B and g ~ G. With 
this viewpoint, B is relatively D-projective as a G-module. It follows that the 
G-module V @R B, the tensor product of two G-modules, is also relatively 
D-projective (see [3], 60.2). But this is just the module we first considered so that 
since V is isomorphic with a summand, it too is relatively D-projective, as 
desired. 
We shall see in the next section that this is a characterization f D(B) as we 
shall prove a special case of Hamernik's theorem by showing that there is an 
indecomposable module in B with vertex D(B). 
3. THE BRAUER CORRESPONDENCE 
We give the module-theoretic definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. I f  H is a subgroup of G, b is a block of H and B is a block 
of G then we set b a = B provided B is the unique block of G with b ] BHX H . 
We refer to the map that sends b to b a (when defined) as the Brauer corre- 
spondence. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let H C_ K be subgroups of G and b a block of H with b a defined. 
(1) D(b) C_c D(b°). 
(2) I f  b 1c and (bK) a are defined then b a = (bK) a. 
Both statements are immediate. 
For the rest of the section we fix subgroups P and H of G satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) P is ap-subgroup; 
(2) PCa(P) C_ H C G. 
LEMMA 3.3. There is a decomposition (RG)H×H = RH @ M where any 
component L of M has the property that 3(P) ~UxH Vtx L. 
Proof. Let T be a set of (H, H) double coset representatives in G so that 
(RG)HxH = @ R(HtH). 
~eT 
Assume thatL is any component of R(HtH) and that 3(P) Cnx n vtxL; it suffices 
to show that t ~ H. However, 2.3 yields that 3(P) Cnx H 3(H n H*-I) ~1,o. Con- 
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sequently, there is some (h, k) ~ H × H such that (x, x) (a'~) e 3(H n HU1) (1,O 
for all x e P. Thus, x h z x kt-1 for all x e P. Hence, htk -1 e Cc(P ) C H implying 
t 6 H as required. 
THEOREM 3.4. I f  b is a block of H and P C H D(b) then b c is defined. 
Proof. This is immediate from the previous lemma since b is a summand 
of RH as H x H module with multiplicity one. 
LEMMA 3.5. I f  V is an indecomposable G-module with trivial source then V u 
has a component U with H n vtx V _C n vtx U. 
Proof. I fQ  -- vtx V, then Ron u = (Ro)o~H l (Vo)o~n = (Vx)o~H. Thus, 
Vn has a component U where U has the property that Ronn] Uonn; this 
implies the lemma as Ron n has vertex Q n H. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let B be a block of G. 
(1) I f  PC_ cD(B)  then there is a block b of H with be=B and 
D(B) n H C_ H D(b). 
(2) I f  Nc(P ) C_ H and P ~c  D(B) then there is a unique block b of H with 
P =n D(b) and b e = B. 
Proof. Since B has a trivial source (from the argument of 2.1), we have by 
3.5 that there is a component ofBnx n with vertex containing (vtx B) n (H × H). 
By the hypothesis P C_ e D(B) and so 3.3 yields that this component is an block 
of H satisfying (1). 
To prove (2) first we note that Nc×a(3(P)) C Ne(P  ) × Na(p ) C_ H × H and 
vtx B =c×a 3(P). Hence, the Green correspondence ([5], Theorem 2) implies 
that Bnxn has a unique component b with vertex 3(P). From 3.3 it follows that b 
is a block of H and (2) holds. 
THEOREM 3.7. I f  V is an indecomposable G-module belonging to the block B 
of G and U is a component of VH then at least one of the following holds: 
(1) U belongs to a block b of H with b a = B; 
(2) P fn  vtx U. 
Proof. Let e be the sum of the block idempotents of H from blocks corre- 
sponding to B (taking e = 0 if there are none). From 3.3 we get that Bn×n ~- 
Be @ B(1 --  e) where ~(P) is not contained in any vertex of any component of 
B(1 - -  e ) .  
View U @R B(1 --  e) as a H-module with action (u @ ~)h = uh @ h lah 
for ueU,  ~6B(1- -e ) ,  he l l .  Let ~o be the map of U to U@B(1- -e )  
defined by u~o = u @ E(1 --  e), where u ~ U and Eis the block idempotent of B.
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Let ~b be the map of U @ B(I - -  e) to U defined by (u @ c~)~b = uaTr where 
u e U, a c B(1 - -  e) and ~r: V ~ U is an H-module projection. It is easy to 
verify that ~ and ¢ are H-homomorphisms. 
Suppose that (1) does not hold; hence multiplication by E and by 1 - -  e on U 
are the identity. It follows that ~0~b is the identity on U and so U [ U @ B(1 - -  e). 
From this and Lemma 60.2 of [4] it follows that there is an indecomposable 
3(H)-module W with W I B(1 - -  e) and ~(vtx U) _Cs(H) vtx W. Hence, it suffices 
to show that 3(P) ~(c)  vtx W. But this follows from the first paragraph and 
we are done. 
COROLLARY 3.8. I f  B is a block of G with defect group D then there is an 
indecomposable G-module in B with vertex D. 
Proof. By 3.6 let b be a block of No(D) with defect group D and b a = B. 
Let U be an indecomposable Na(D)/D projective module in b. Thus, U has 
vertex D by the projectivity and the fact that the restriction of U to D is a direct 
sum of trivial modules. Now the Green correspondence and 3.7 imply that the 
Green correspondent of U is the desired module. 
4. BLOCKS AND NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
Throughout his section we fix a normal subgroup K of G. 
DEFINITION 4.1. If B is a block of G and b is a block of the subgroup H of G 
then we say B covers b if b [ BHX H . 
Thus, it is immediate that b a = B implies that B covers b. 
Since K is normal in G, R3(G) acts by multiplication on the blocks of K. 
We shall employ the familiar conjugacy notation, writing b g for b3(g) and 
speaking of G-classes, instead of 8(G)-orbits, of blocks of K. For any block b 
of K set Staba(b) = {g [ g E G, bg = b}. Let X(b) = (K × K)  3(Staba(b)) so that 
b extends to an X(b)-module written bx(~) • 
LEMMA 4.2. I f  b 1 ..... b~ are representatives of the G-classes of blocks of K, 
then RG = @ GbiG. Furthermore, if b is a block of K then GbG has the following 
properties a: 
(1) As a right K-module, GbG is the part of RG belonging to blocks of K 
that are conjugate to b. 
(2) As a K x K module, GbG = @t~r bt, where T is a transversal to X(b) 
inGxG.  
(3) As a G x G module, GbG ~ (bx(~)) axa. 
1 We use the expression GbG to mean the set of all R-linear combinations ofproducts 
gflg', g, g" ~G, fiEb. 
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Proof. Clearly RG = ~. GbiG. The directness of the sum will follow from (1). 
For (1) note that bg = gb g for anyg in G; so 
GbG = ~ (RG) bg. 
g~G 
To prove (2), we have GbG = ~ter bt, by the definition of X(b). Also, for 
any t in T either bt C R(G -- K )  or bt C_ RK.  (The normality of K is used for 
this.) In the latter case, bt is a distinct conjugate of b unless r t 1 , the repre- 
sentative of X(b). (This is seen by choosing T to run through $(G) and 1 × G). 
Hence b c~ ~'  bt = 0 where ~ '  indicates a summation over all the elements of T 
except t1 . 
Finally, (3) is immediate from (2). 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  B is a block of G and b is a block of K then B covers b if, and 
only if, B] GbG. 
Proof. First suppose B] GbG. By 4.2.2, there is some t in G X G with 
bt I BK×K. Then b ] (BK×K) t 1 = BKxK; SO B covers b. Now suppose B covers b. 
We must have B [ GblG for some block b a of K. By 4.2.1, B can on ly cover blocks 
of K that are conjugate to b 1 . Thus GbG = GblG , and B I GbG. 
THEOREM 4.4. I f  B is a block of G and b is a block of K, then the following hold: 
(1) B covers exactly one conjugacy class of blocks of K. 
(2) I f  B covers b then D(B) n K =G D(b) and D(B) C_ c Staba(b ).
(3) There is a block B 1 of G covering b such that D(B2) C_ c D(BI) for all 
blocks B 2 covering b. 
Moreover, 2 if b is absolutely indecomposable, then 
I D(B1):  D(B1)  t'~ g / ~ I Stabs(b) : K I~. 
Proof. From 4.3, B covers some block of K. In view of 4.2.1, B covers 
exactly one conjugacy class of blocks of K. 
For (2), we start with b ] BKx K . Translating to vertices and then defect groups 
we get 
vtx b _Cax ~ vtx B and then D(b) C_ G D(B). 
Since D(b) C_ K ~ G, we have D(b) C_~ D(B) n K. For the reverse containment, 
apply 3.5 and 4.2.2 to get some t ~ G × G with 
vtx B ~ (K × K)  C_KX K vtx bt =KXK (vtx b) t. 
2 The  second author has obtained an analogue of this part without the absolute in- 
decomposabil ity condition. 
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Translating to defect groups gives D(B) n K C_ a D(b). Finally, from 4.3 and 
4.2.3, B covers b implies B] (bx(b)) axa. Again, translating to vertices and then 
defect groups, we get 
vtx(B) _Cax G X(b) and then D(B) C_ a Staba(b) 
where we have used X(b) = (K  X K)  ~(Staba(b)). 
To prove (3), first note 4.3 and 4.2.3 describe the blocks of G covering b 
precisely as the components of (bx(b)) axa. From vertex theory, any component B2 
of (bx(b)) axa has 
Vtx B 2 Cax a Vtx bx(b) • 
Also there is a component B 1 with the property 
vtx B 1 =cxa vtx bx(~). 
Translating these two relationships to defect groups, gives the first part of (3). 
Now, if b is absolutely indecomposable, then we must show 
j vtx bx(~) : vtx bx(b) C~ K × K[  -- [ X(b) : K × K 1~. 
This is immediate from a lemma of Cline (see [2], 1.2). 
5. CONNECTIONS WITH RING-THEORETIC FORMULATIONS 
It is evident hat a decomposition of RG as a G × G-module is also a decom- 
position of the ring RG into two-sided ideals. To see that the definition of defect 
group coincides with the usual ring-theoretic ones, we refer the reader to 
Green's article [6]. There he develops a general "defect group" theory. In 
Example 4 of the article, the theory is used to link the module and ring-theoretic 
formulations of defect groups. We refer the reader to [7] for a short, direct proof 
that the Brauer correspondences coincide, except for a possible difference in 
domain of definition. Finally, the two concepts of covering can be seen to 
coincide by 4.3, since B [ GbG is the same as B C_ GbG. 
All the connections between the ring and module formulations of block theory 
use essentially no results from either theory except those necessary to make 
the definitions. Thus no duplication of effort is necessary when switching from 
one point of view to the other. 
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